
ONCE UPON AHUN !ONCE UPON AHUN !

1. DEPARTURE SPOT : THE CHURCH AND CRYPT (N 46° 05,244’ / E 002° 02,768’)
« Old streets, legends and historical buildings are what Ahun’s quest is all about ! Now let’s get started,
with the crypt ! This is actually Ahun’s very first church and it used to be a pagan temple in the Gallo-Roman
era. Silvain, the local saint was buried here in the Middle Ages. His tombstone was located by the altar. »

« The Romanesque church was built afterwards, in the 13th century, above the crypt. The Piétà (in the chapel
on your left) is undeniably the church’s greatest gem. When you are standing in the church’s choir, you can
see stalls, which are rows of chairs lined up along the walls.
Zouti, the church’s true architect has left you a clue... There is a number on each stall, from 1 to 29 ...
However, something is wrong ... If you count the stalls, there are only 28 ! Zouti skipped a number! »

« As you leave the church, head past the Romanesque chevet (N 46°05,239’ / E 002°02,784’). Zouti and the
architect monks mixed both Romanesque Limousin characteristics with « Berry » style ones. »

Nom du Poï'z : Zabeth

Cache theme : History, Monuments

Level :

Terrain :

Length :  Less than 1h

Cache size :

Distance : 3 km

Wheelchair accessible
Stroller accessible

Enter the crypt and count its pillars.
Write this number down. It is the equivalent of A . A =_____

What number did Zouti forget when he built the stalls ?
Write this number down. It is the equivalent of B . B =_____



2. JACQUES LAGRANGE GARDEN (N 46° 05,207’ / E 002° 02,802’)

« This garden used to belong to Jacques Lagrange, an artist who was very fond of Creuse. »

« The remarkable house you can see beyond the garden also belonged to Jacques Lagrange...
There are several plates on the ground in the garden. On 4 of these plates, there are centuries written down. »

3. LA RUE DES PÉNITENTS (N 46° 05,165’ / E 002° 02,643’)
« Why were they called « Penitents » ? Well, « Pénitents blancs » (“White Penitents”) were a religious
fraternity whose members were Ahun inhabitants. They lived by the rules of “penitence” (forgiveness of
sins), humility and Christian faith. »

4. THE GATE (N 46° 05,238’ / E 002° 02,641’)

« Riddle spot ! »

Add the centuries up. (When there are two centuries on the same plate,
only take into account the highest number. Ie : 8th-10th century -> only
use 10.)
Write this number down. It is the equivalent of C . C =_____
Hint : it’s an odd number !

Find the house with the number 10 on it. It is a remarkable country-style
house that has a shape on its beam. What shape is it ?
1. A club
2. A heart
3. A diamond
4. A spade

Write this digit down. It is the equivalent of D . D =_____

What year can you see written above the gate ?
Find the missing number :
Write this digit down. It is the equivalent of E . E =_____



5. AHUN’S OLDEST HOUSE (N 46° 05,235’ / E 002° 02,701’)
« This is probably the oldest house in Ahun ! It is a typical medieval house with archways above several
doors and windows. »

6. THE CACHE !
« Finished already ? It only took you a few hours to take a stroll through the centuries! And now, it’s cache
time ! »

Congratulations, you have found the cache !
See you soon for more Poî'z adventures !

« Attention geocaching friends ! No need to lift rocks, pick walls apart, or uproot plants ... the cache is most
likely there, right before your eyes! Remember that your quest must remain environmentally friendly !
Thank-you ! »

How many archways can you see ?
Write this digit down. It is the equivalent of F . F =_____

Cache coordinates : N 46°05,19(A-D)’ / E 002°02,(C-B)5(E-F)’

Contact :
OFFICE DE TOURISME D'AHUN CREUSE THAURION GARTEMPE
12 place Defumade
23150  AHUN
Tél : 05 55 62 55 93
Email : o.t.ahun@wanadoo.fr
Site web : http://www.ahun-creuse-tourisme.fr/


